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Adult Learning - Why now?

• Several ZAGBA members had attended the North American Zoroastrian
Congress, held in New York last year. One take-away: People –
especially youngsters - born in North America - are eager to learn about
and practice their religious traditions

• Sentiment at the Congress “… if we ourselves do not know much about
our religion how can we teach our children… ”

• As a follow-up several folks met and decided to give it a try, to
experiment and create an environment that could be beneficial -
acknowledging the demands of our busy lives & varying interest levels

• Our young are growing up in an environment where curiosity, innovation,
and dynamic progressive change are the norms. Should we be
empowering them with the gift of our ancient traditions that re-enforce
ideals of the land they live in?
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The Story of God - Zoroastrianism

Click: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGRgzFLcMMQ

This is part of the BBC documentary “The Story of God”
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Zoroastrianism

• Birth –around 17th Century BCE

• Place: North-eastern ancient Iran

• One of the earliest mono-theistic religions

• Influenced Christianity, Islam and Judaism

• Probably the least understood and the most
misconceived of the major religions of the world

• Common misconceptions: Duality,
Personification of Angrah Mainyu (into
Ahriman/devil), Two gods, Fire-worshippers…
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Challenges over the centuries…

• Ancient origin: 3000+ years back
• Sacred Texts: Gathas –Songs of Zarathustra: complex

poetry, forgotten language, difficulties in interpretation due to
use of metaphors & context of a different era

• Later day texts also in extinct languages (e.g. Avesta)
• Repeated destruction of traditions, sacred texts, priests and

other knowledge bearers:
– Alexander’s invasion: barbaric destruction of Persepolis
– Post-invasion forced Greek-Persian “ethno-cultural cross-pollination”
– Arab conquest & brutal marginalization of Zarathustis over centuries
– Mongol invasion: its impact on an already marginalized tradition and people

• With passage of time –lack of interest in discovery, learning
and preservation by its original followers

• In spite of this, Zoroastrianism has survived for over 3000
years, attracting new minds to its ancient but modern
philosophy
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Zoroastrianism - Framework

• Ahura Mazda
– One God –singular creative and sustaining force of the Universe

• Ahura –The Lord Creator, Wise Lord

• Mazda –Supremely Wise

– An abstraction of our Creator centered on knowledge and wisdom –
rather than a person or physical entity

• Six Amesha Spentas - Divine aspects of Ahura Mazda:
• Vohu Mano –The spirit of Good Mind

• Asha –The spirit of Truth & Right

• Vohu Khshatra –The spirit of Holy Sovereignty and Good Rule

• Spenta Armaiti –The spirit of Benevolent Devotion & Love

• Haurvatat –The spirit of Perfection & Well-being

• Ameretat –The spirit of Immortality

– Like a rainbow of seven colors, Ahura Mazda and the Amesha Spentas
are to be understood as ONE rather than separately
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Vohu Mano

• Vohu Mano connotes “good mind”or “good
thinking”

• It is the ability to comprehend and make sound
judgments through reflection and understanding

• Good thinking makes us listen to the truth (of
God’s precepts), and choose the right side in the
battle for truth in this world

• Good thinking is the source of good actions and
good words
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Asha

• Connotes righteousness, justice and the Divine
Natural Law

• Sublime attribute of Ahura Mazda, hierarchically
next to Vohu Mana

• Ahura Mazda, Vohu Mano and Asha are the
Divine Triad

• God is Asha and Asha represents God’s will
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Asha –as Righteousness

–Asha constitutes the yardstick for determining right
and wrong

–Right deeds produce benefits alike for the person
(who acts) and for the society

–Rightness of deeds is grounded both in good mind
(Vohu Mana) and truth/justice (Asha)

–Righteous deeds are to be performed selflessly
and with love/devotion (Armaity), for rightness of
our acts, mind and heart operate in unison
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Asha –as Justice

• Everyone receives his or her accrued consequences. An
individual reaps what s/he sows

• Emphasis is on Consequences –not reward or punishment

• One must live righteously, and for the sake of righteousness
alone

• Duty for the sake of duty constitutes selfless service

• Truth is justice, and justice is in Asha

• Asha guarantees the final victory of righteousness over
falsehood

• Law of Asha ensures that happy consequences accrue to
good acts
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Asha –as Divine Natural law

• Asha connotes the eternal, immutable law
governing the Universe

• Asha represents causative law –the relation
between an individual’s actions and
consequences

• Consequence of actions are pre-determined but
the choice is not

• Nothing can change the law of Asha, nobody
can intervene or mediate. Repentance cannot
alter the course of justice
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Vohu Khshathra

• Connotes God’s “good rule”, which we are
exhorted to choose and pursue in this world, by
good thinking, righteousness and piety

• God’s good rule = ideal social structure and
society - the rule of truth, justice and good
thinking

• Good rule occurs when authority or power is
exercised with reason and intelligence (Good
Thinking, Vohu Mano) and is committed to what
is true and right (Asha)
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Spenta Armaiti

• Connotes service - the active and voluntary
bringing to life of the rule of truth and good
thinking with our benevolent thoughts, words
and deeds

• Our understanding, good words and good deeds
gives life to God’s rule on this earth

• Emphasis is on action: Do what is Right
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Haurvatat

• Connotes the state of full and integrated realization of
the self –internally and externally
– Internally - the state of happiness and contentment –freedom

from guilt, resentment and regret

– Externally - the state of well being including health and
happiness

• An individual - who has acted rightly with benevolence
and service (Armaity) - is in peaceful and prosperous
harmony with the world around her

• When both the internal and external aspects are
combined the most suitable way to describe the
achieved state is Perfection
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Ameretat

•Connotes immortality of the soul

•Depending on the moral character, the
soul achieves a state of “best
consciousness”if good; or “descents into
the House of Lie”if evil
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts… .

Ahura Mazda conceived the Universe in His mind

(Vohu Mana), fashioned it in his conscience (Daena),

Manifested it through his creativity (Spenta Mainyu)

and set it in motion in accordance with His Eternal

Law (Asha)

Ahura Mazda is the creator and sustaining force of the

Universe
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts…

• We have been endowed with Vohu Mano (the Good
Mind)

– to choose freely between right and wrong following the
immutable laws of Asha (Truth and Righteousness)

– to help establish “good rule”and “ideal society”(Vohu Khshatra)

– through service, love and devotion (Spenta Armaiti) - via good
thinking (Spenta Mainyu), good words and good actions

• so as to achieve the:

– state of perfection and well being (Haurvatat) in this world

– and the perfect spirit of immortality (Ameretat)
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Summarizing Zoroastrian
Concepts… Choice

• We have the right to choose. Because of the law of “cause & effect”,
we are responsible for the choices we make, and must face their
consequences

• We are given the choice - even the choice of not cooperating with
God’s plan and going against it. And that is why we find evil in the
world –because there are some who choose not to work according
to God’s plan
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts
Dualism

• There is only one God, but our Universe works on the basis
of moral dualism:

– Spenta Mainyu –Progressive Mentality

– Angra (eh) Mainyu –Regressive mentality (alternate reference - evil)

• A Zoroastrian must think clearly before choosing, make
progressive choices to bring beneficial consequences

• Ahura Mazda does NOT order us to make any specific
choice, but leaves us free to make choices of our own using
our own good mind

• If we choose good, we will bring about good

• If we choose evil, we will cause evil
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts
Dualism

• We are partners of Ahura Mazda in the struggle
against evil –through our progressive mentality

• Based on the concept of dualism, we are the
causes of all the good and all the evil that
happens in our Universe

• There is no such thing as Devil or Ahriman
(post-Zarathustra scriptures incorrectly introduced the notion of

Ahriman –effectively a personification of Angra Mainyu)
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts…
Purpose of Life

•Renewal, self-realization, perfection:

–Work towards renewing the world, make the
world progress towards perfection
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Summarizing Zoroastrian Concepts…
Happiness

•Happiness is the byproduct of a way of
living

•Happiness is for those who work for the
happiness of others
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Zoroastrian Maxims

• Humata, Hukhta, Huvarshta:
Good Thoughts, Good Words, Good Deeds

• There is only one path and that is the path of truth

• Do the right thing because it is the right thing to do;
and not because of selfish reasons. Then, all
beneficial rewards will come to the society and the
one who does it
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Living a Zarathusti life…

• Act in accordance with the principles of Asha. Use our good mind
to choose the right course, distinguishing between what is right
and wrong, what is just and unjust, what is truth and falsehood

• We are free to choose a course of action, choosing a course sets
consequences (positive or negative) in motion –which we will
accrue in this world

• We will reap - as we sow. We cannot avoid the consequences by
repenting or asking for forgiveness

• Our fate is not preordained, we have the freedom of choice - but
once we make a choice, the direction is set –we control our own
“destiny”

• Standing for what is right –through our good thoughts, words and
actions –is the best way to worship and emulate Ahura Mazda
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Living a Zarathusti life…
• It is our duty to work towards perfection in this world (Ideal

and Just Society) in accordance with the laws of Asha. We do
it through service, charity and devotion

• We bring happiness to ourselves by giving it to others

• We are co-workers of Ahura Mazda, and are here to fulfill the
Divine Plan, not to become obedient slaves of Ahura Mazda,
nor to be helpless children

• We avoid all evil acts - wrath, violence, falsehood, lies

• We practice acts of piety - honesty, fulfillment of promises,
compassion and charity

• Only by spreading love and compassion can we eliminate
hatred and enmity, and not by fighting and opposing each
other
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Living a Zarathusti life…

• We live our life to the fullest in accordance with Asha and
Armaity to achieve completeness of self –both “internal”
(spiritual) and “external”(physical)

• We fight the darkness of evil, ignorance, falsehoods and
injustice by spreading the light of goodness, knowledge,
wisdom, truth and justice

• We worship through emulation of our Creator –by helping
establish His Good Rule and Ideal Society (Vohu Kshathra) on
this earth

• We are an active partner of Ahura Mazda in achieving the vision
of Vohu Kshathra –Just Rule and Ideal Society

• The Truth grasped by the good-mind (Vohu Mano) becomes
our Moral Imperative
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Being an American Zarathusti
Declaration of Independence:

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.— That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness

Zarathusti traditions are compatible with and re-enforce the highest ideals of our land:

• Freedom of expression and the unalienable right to choose freely
• Equality for all –women & men
• Responsibility & accountability for our choices & consequences of our actions
• Standing for Justice, Truth & Righteousness
• Helping establish the rule of law (Asha) & creating a just society
• Doing what is right in keeping with the principles of Asha
• Self-actualization & pursuit of happiness
• Creating & fulfilling our destiny through a strong work ethic
• Respect for our environment & its preservation
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Resources
• www.avesta.org –Zoroastrian Archives (one of the best web-sites with vast

amount of material, books & sacred texts)
• http://www.avesta.org/rbooks.html - Reference List of Books on Zoroastrian

Religion
• http://openlibrary.org/search?q=The+Gathas+of+Zarathustra –Gathas of

Zarathustra –Free Open Library
• http://www.zarathushtra.com –Overview of Key Concepts & Gathas
• http://www.avesta.org/dhalla/dhalla1.htm - History of Zoroastrianism, M. N.

Dhalla
• http://openlibrary.org/works/OL9845851W/The_Legacy_of_Zarathushtra - The

Legacy of Zarathustra (Free Open Library)
• http://openlibrary.org/books/OL6646178M/Zoroastrian_civilization - Zoroastrian

Civilization - Maneckji Nussserwanji Dhalla, 1922
• http://www.zamwi.org/religion/EssentialTeachings.html - Zarathustra’s Essential

Teachings, and their Transformation Over the Ages
• Gathas of Zarathustra: Irach J. S. Taraporewala
• The Gathas of Zarathushtra: Hymns in Praise of Wisdom: Piloo Nanavutty
• The Hymns of Atharvan Zarathustra, Jatindra Mohan Chatterji

http://www.avesta.org/chatterj_opf_files/


